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ABSTRACT

We have developed a new algorithm and software for graph
coloring by systematically combining several algorithmand
software development ideas that had crucial impact on the
algorithm’sperformance. Thealgorithmexploresthedivide-
and-conquer paradigm, global search for constrained inde-
pendent sets using a computationally inexpensive objective
function, assignment of most-constrained vertices to least-
constraining colors, reuse and locality exploration of inter-
mediatesolutions, search timemanagement, post-processing
lottery-scheduling iterative improvement, and statistical pa-
rameter determination and validation. The algorithm was
tested on a set of real-life examples. We found that hard-to-
color real-life examples are common especially in domains
where problem modeling results in denser graphs. System-
atic experimentations demonstrated that for numerous in-
stances the algorithm outperformed all other implementa-
tionsreported in literature in solution quality and run-time.

1 Int roduction

Theever-increasingamount of resourcesencounteredin con-
temporary designs with exponentially ascending complexi-
ties impacts optimization intensive development, compila-
tion, and fabrication strategies. Since many problems re-
lated to resource sharing can be modeled as graph coloring,
its importance is self evident. Possible applications include
register assignment, cachelinecoloring, logic minimization,
circuit testing, operationsscheduling, etc [Cou97].

Graph coloring is an NP-complete problem. Previous
work shows that so far algorithm development was focused
on establishing a single heuristic search methodology ex-
pected to provide exceptional results on all instances. Such
algorithmsusually performwell only onsmall subset of graph
model classes or real-life examples. For example, Johnson
et al. [Joh91] simultaneously employed three distinct sim-
ulated annealing graph coloring techniques, and one multi-
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variant successiveaugmentationXRLF algorithm on aset of
variousgraph models. Al l implementationsresulted in rela-
tively low-quality solutionson some instances.

Recently, Coudert proposed a set of exact algorithmsfor
graph coloring based on the knowledge of the maximum
clique in a graph [Cou97]. Statistically, such reduction of a
hard problem onto another hard problem isnot agood prob-
lem solving strategy especially when the reduction result is
finding a maximum clique in a graph, a problem that has
been suggested, due to its difficulty, to hide information in
some cryptographic protocols [Jue96]. Coudert applied his
algorithm on a large set of real-life examples. However, he
did not provide experimental results for most graph classes
which correspond to difficult optimization problems.

Complex problems, such as graph coloring, require ex-
tensive exploration of the problem solution space. Deploy-
ment of a single search or constraint strategy usually leads
to a limited adaptability to particular problem topologies.
Moreover, findingstrategiesthat meet searchquality require-
ments for a large number of problem topologies is an ex-
tremely hard task. We have developed a new algorithm for
graph coloring which outperformsall algorithmsreported in
literature with respect to both solution quality and search
run-time. In this paper, we describe the key algorithm and
software development ideas that had crucial impact on the
algorithm’s performance. The key algorithm development
techniques are: divide-and-conquer paradigm (coloring one
color class, e.g. one independent set of vertices at a time),
global probabilistic search for the best intermediate solu-
tion (current color class) and its computationally inexpen-
sive objective function computation, least-constraining and
most-constrained heuristics, reuse and locality exploration
of intermediate solutions, search timing management, post-
processing iterative improvement using lottery-scheduling
probabilistic search, and once the software is written, op-
timization of execution bottlenecks and statistical determi-
nation and validation of all parameters in theprogram.

The algorithm implementation strategy can be general-
ized for a subset of NP-hard problems such as graph parti-
tioning, and feedback arc set. The algorithm is well tested
on a number of real-life examples and graph models which
correspond to possible real-life optimization problems. We
found that hard-to-color real-life examples exist especially
indomainswhereproblemmodelingresultsindenser graphs.
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2 Related Work

Algorithms for graph coloring can be classified into three
main classes: exact [Bre79, Pee83, Cou97], constructive with
[Hal93] and without [Bre79, Lei79] guaranteed coloring qual-
ity, and iterative improvement coloring algorithms [Bol85,
Cha87, Her87, Mor86, Joh91, Mor94, Fle96]. The best re-
sults up to date were reported for algorithms that utilize knowl-
edge about the solution space topology in order to establish
exceptional colorings. Such algorithms were implemented
Johnson et al. [Joh91], Morgenstern [Mor94], etc. An ef-
ficient hybrid genetic tabu search algorithm has been devel-
oped by Fleurent and Ferland [Fle96]. The standard test ex-
ample, randomV = 1000 vertex graph withp = 0:5 prob-
ability of edge existence, averaged 85.5 for Johnson et al.
They required 136 hours on a Sequent Balance 21000 single
processor multicomputer. The recent attacks by both Mor-
genstern, and Fleurent and Ferland resulted in 84-colorings
of theG(1000; 0:5) graph, and took between 9 and 36 hours
on five Sparc-2s upgraded with 80MHz CPUs for Morgen-
stern’s mix of distributed XRLF and simulated annealing
based rejectionless Metropolis move selection, and 41.35
hours on a Sparc-10 workstation for the tabu search genetic
algorithm implementation.

3 The New Approach

The problem of graph coloring can be defined using the stan-
dard Garey-Johnson format [Gar79]:

PROBLEM: GRAPH K-COLORABILITY
INSTANCE: GraphG(V;E), positive integerK � jV j.
QUESTION: Is G K-colorable. i.e., does there exist

a functionf : V ! 1; 2; 3; ::;K such thatf(u) 6= f(v)

wheneveru; v 2 E?
We introduce two novel distinct graph coloring algorithms

and propose their hybrid as a champion algorithmic solu-
tion to the graph coloring problem. The first algorithm is
a successive augmentation of a global probabilisticleast-
constrainingmost-constrained eXtended RLF (lmXRLF). The
second islottery-scheduling-drivenI terative Improvement
algorithm (lsII). Their hybrid (lmXRLF/lsII) uses initially
the lmXRLF algorithm to reduce the solution search space
to a statistically determined reduced graph size checkpoint.
Then, the lsII algorithm iteratively improves the solution un-
til the user stops the search for improvement.

The performance evaluation and validation of a graph
coloring algorithm is strongly dependent on the benchmark
graph topologies. We used several diverse graph models:
random, geometrical,k-cooked, and uniquelyk-cooked graph
model. The details about the generation algorithms for each
of the used graph models are given in [Kir98].

3.1 lmXRLF

Problem solution space reduction is essential in fast solving
of problems with large domains such as graph coloring. The

lmXRLF algorithm performs an efficient solution space re-
duction by assigning the most-constrained vertices for col-
oring to the class of least-constraining colors, i.e. colors
assigned early in the successive coloring process. The re-
maining vertices in the graph after each color assignment
are expected to establish a graph coloring subproblem quan-
titatively and qualitatively easier to solve than the one in
the previous step. Successive augmentation of the described
technique, that colors the most-constrained vertices with the
least-constraining color, evolves into a complete lmXRLF
algorithm. The objective function that quantifies the ver-
tex constraints has crucial impact on the algorithm’s per-
formance. We have determined experimentally the least-
constraining most-constrained objective of this search. The
pseudo-code of the algorithm is presented in Figure 1. In the
rest of this subsection we describe the lmXRLF algorithm in
detail.

The outermost loop of the algorithm drives the search
for the most objective-efficient independent set. Once the
underlying search returns the subset, all vertices in the in-
dependent set are colored with the next available color and
deleted from the graph. The described graph reduction is
unchangeable, i.e., deleted vertices are not revisited. The
objective function that decides the independent set selection
was experimentally determined and validated on a set of ex-
amples [Kir98]. The objective function found to perform the
best on a set of benchmarks is:

ObjF (S) =
P

V 2S(NoN(V )2 �
P

U2Neigh(V )NoN(U)3)

whereS is the evaluated independent set,Neigh(V ) re-
turns the set of vertices adjacent toV , andNoN(V ) returns
the number of vertices adjacent toV . Thus, vertices found to
have large number of incident edges as well as neighborhood
with large number of neighbors are treated as constrained.
Finding a set of vertices which has the largest accumulated
sum of constraints corresponds to the INDEPENDENT SET
problem [Gar79].

Important property of the objective function is its local
computation and usage of simple search operations such as
remove nodeandadd nodefrom/to the current independent
set. Local cost computation means that the objective func-
tion is not computed over the entire graph, but only over the
nodes in the independent set. The random numbers and their
squares and cubes used in the computation are precomputed
to avoid complex arithmetic operations. This approach en-
ables fast independent set evaluation and boosts the number
of independent sets considered in the search.

The search for the most objective-efficient independent
set is performed in the following way. The algorithm first
creates a random initial independent setS. Then it itera-
tively randomly deletes vertices fromS until there exists
at least one node in the graph not adjacent to the remain-
ing vertices in the set. The uncovered vertices are then ran-
domly selected and added toS until it becomes an indepen-
dent subset. We experimented greedy strategies for vertex
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exclusion/inclusion but they did not yield any performance
improvement over the fully probabilistic search. Besides in-
troducing larger computation delays between generating two
independent sets, controlling the convergence of the greedy
probabilistic search strategies is time-consuming and highly
sensitive to graph topologies [Joh91]. On the other hand,
fully probabilistic search showed unexpectedly good results
for all experimented instances.

Color = 0
Repeat

If Color = 0thenGlobalIterations = F �GLOBAL

ElseGlobalIterations = GLOBAL � (1� ColoredV erts
2

V erts2
)

Generate a random independent setS and add it to the list of
solutionsListOfBestSolutions with largest objective costs
RepeatGlobalIterations times

Delete randomly vertices fromS until at least one vertex does
not have a colored neighbor (not counting the deleted ones)
Add randomly vertices which do not have colored neighbors toS

If ObjF (S) > min(ObjF (ListOfBestSolutionsi )); i = 1::F

AddS to the list
Discard solutionSx with min(ObjF (Sx) from the list

End Reapeat
For eachindependent setS in theListOfBestSolutions

Repeat
S+ = S

RepeatLOCAL times
S� = S

Delete randomly vertices fromS� until at least one vertex
does not have a colored neighbor (not counting the deleted ones)
Add randomly vertices which do not have colored neighbors toS�

If ObjF (S�) > ObjF (S+) thenS+ = S�

S = S+

until there is at least one improvement
End Reapeat

End For
For eachVi 2 max(ObjF (ListOfBestSolutionsi); i = 1::F )

COLORVi with Color
DiscardVi from further color consideration

End For
Delete all solutionsS 2 ListOfBestSolutions with at least one
commonVi withmax(ObjF (ListOfBestSolutionsi ); i = 1::F )

Color = Color + 1
until there are uncolored vertices
End Repeat

Figure 1: Pseudo-code of the lmXRLF algorithm.

During the problem reduction search, at each step a num-
ber of independent sets is generated. The search is termi-
nated whenGlobalIterations successive randomly gener-
ated independent sets do not yield any solution improve-
ment. Due to the randomized search, the locality of the most
objective efficient color class is searched extensively in or-
der to find better solution. While searching locally,LOCAL

number of independent sets are generated starting from the
solution returned by the global search.

While searching for the most objective efficient indepen-
dent set, a set of color class candidates is generated. When
an extensive search is performed, candidates may have dis-
joint color classes. In order not to discard the solutions
which may be objective-competitive and most probably not
reachable in the next search iteration, a list ofF most objective-
efficient solutions is maintained throughout the search. When
the search is stopped and the best independent set is col-
ored and deleted from the graph, all other independent sets
in the list are checked for mutual vertices and if conjunctive,

deleted from the list. The remaining independent sets are a
good starting point for the next search iteration.

Since the first iteration in the color class search is handi-
capped due to lack of previous results, the number of search
iterations is adjusted to the number of solutions available
from previous searches and the cardinality of the remain-
ing graph. For the first color classF �GLOBAL candidates
are generated. For every succeeding color class, the num-
ber of generated candidates during the global search equals
GLOBAL � (1 � ColoredV erts2

V erts2
). Therefore, the program

search time is managed in such a way that difficult to find
subsets in the beginning of the search are given longer time-
outs. A visual example how the search is performed is pre-
sented in [Kir98].

3.2 lsII

There exist instances (e.g. small or extremely dense graphs),
for which iterative solution improvement algorithms, that
use probabilistic search to traverse the solution space, per-
form exceptionally well. While searching, the best colorings
are memorized and successive trials are conducted in order
to improve upon the best memorized solution. At any time
during the search, the vertex selection and coloring is non-
deterministically greedy, i.e. some probability of traversing
towards worse solutions always exists. The main disadvan-
tage of employing such algorithms is the fact that they do not
have fixed run-times. Moreover, the run-times for obtaining
a solution may differ substantially from one graph to another
with the same cardinalities and topology. Finally, search pa-
rameters, such as annealing rate, are difficult to establish and
greatly vary depending on the graph topology [Joh91].

We developed a novel iterative improvement algorithm
for graph coloring. The lsII algorithm tries to color the graph
with K colors. The graph is initially, usually incorrectly,
colored randomly usingK colors. The incorrectly colored
vertices are considered for recoloring using the steepest de-
scent rule and the lottery-scheduling paradigm for vertex and
color selection probability distribution [Wal94]. The recol-
oring step is iterated until feasible coloring is found. The
algorithm is described using pseudo-code in Figure 2.

Each recoloring step consists of two phases. In the first
phase, for each incorrectly colored vertex an objective is
assigned describing the vertex’ constraint. An incorrectly
colored vertex is selected using a lottery scheduling driven
probabilistic selection such that vertices with higher con-
straints are given proportional selection priority. As an ob-
jective function to quantify the vertex constraint, we used the
number of adjacent vertices colored with the same color as
the incorrectly colored vertex. In the second phase, the col-
ors are assigned objectives which correspond to their con-
straints. The constraint of a color is computed according to
the following formula:

ObjF (V;C) = 1
1+V ertsAdjTo(V;C)�
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where� is fixed parameter andV ertsAdjTo�(V;C) re-
turns the number of vertices adjacent toV and colored with
C. According to the individual constraint of each color lot-
tery scheduling driven probabilistic selection is used to se-
lect the one in which the selected incorrectly colored vertex
is to be colored. Priority is given to colors rarely used in the
incorrectly colored vertex’ neighborhood. The algorithm it-
eratively performs the recoloring phases until a viable color-
ing is found.

Randomly color allV vertices withK colors
Repeat

Generate random number
R 2 [0;

P
V 2ICV erts(G)

V ertsAdjTo(V; V:Color)

Select vertexVw such that
R �
P

j=V0::V[w�1]2ICV erts(G)
V ertsAdjTo�(Vj ; Vj :Color)

andw is minimum
Generate random number
Q 2 [0;

P
i=1::COLORS

1
1+V ertsAdjTo(Vw;i)

�

Select colorCx such that
Q �

P
j=C0::C[x�1]

V ertsAdjTo(Vw; Cj) andx is minimum

ColorVw with Cx
If
P

V 2ICV erts(G)
V ertsAdjTo(V; V:Color)

of the current coloringG is minimum
MemorizeG as the best coloringG+

If there is no improvement ofP
V2ICV erts(G)

V ertsAdjTo(V; V:Color)

afterSUCC successive colorings
Color all vertices with colors ofG+

until graph colored properly
ICV erts(G) returns the set of incorrectly
colored vertices in the graphG.
V ertsAdjTo(V; V:Color) returns the number of
vertices adjacent toV colored with colorV:Color.

Figure 2: Pseudo-code of the lsII algorithm.

The probability distribution using lottery scheduling is
accomplished in the following way. A binary tree is built
such that each candidate is assigned to one leaf. The nodes
of the tree are assigned the sum of objectives of all leaves
contained in the subtree to which the current node is the root.
Then, a random numberR is selected uniformly in the range
of the objectiveObjF (root) assigned to the root of the en-
tire tree. According to this number the tree is depth-search
traversed to the left child ifR < ObjF (currentNode)

or right otherwise, until a particular leaf is reached. The
reached leaf is the lottery winner and the selected candi-
date. Implementation details for efficient lottery scheduling
are presented in [Wal94].

Parameter� has strong impact on the convergence speed
of the algorithm. Large values leave no room for non-greedy
recolorings. This results in fast but inflexible convergence
and usually oscillations. Smaller values result in longer con-
vergence, but explore the search space more extensively. In
our experiments, we dynamically converged� from starting
� = 10 to asymptotic� = 4, andSUCC = 1000. An
example how lottery scheduling is used in order to achieve
probabilistic color perturbation is presented in [Kir98].

The developed lsII iterative improvement algorithm per-
forms exceptionally well on graphs with relatively small num-

ber of edges (see Table 1). Graphs with large number of
edges induce non-tolerable run-times which make the algo-
rithm impractical for such graphs. General characteristic of
all improvement algorithms is that their run-time is highly
unpredictable. Standard deviations of typical run-times re-
ported in literature reach the order of magnitude of the av-
erage search run-time [Mor94]. Therefore, we employ this
algorithm only to small graph instances where the effect of
extremely variant expected run-times can be neglected.

3.3 The Hybrid lmXRLF/lsII Algorithm

In order to explore the benefits of both the constructive and
iterative improvement algorithm, we coordinated their appli-
cation to the graph coloring problem. The flow of the algo-
rithm is depicted in Figure 3. The lmXRLF algorithm is used
to reduce the search space by peeling sets of color classes
until a graph of edge cardinality equal to or less thanCAR

remains. Then, the lsII algorithm is invoked. The starting
chromatic numberK for the lsII algorithm is obtained as
a result of the application of the lmXRLF algorithm to the
remaining subgraph. Every time the lsII returns successful
coloring it, is reinvoked with decremented trial chromatic
numberK. The coloring process is either timed-out or ter-
minated by the user.

lsII
Local lottery scheduling

driven greedy probabilistic
iterative improvement

heuristic

G  < CAR0

lmXRLF
Global probabilistic
least-constraining
most-constrained

heuristic

Figure 3: The global algorithm flow: coordinated
lmXRLF/lsII deployment for graph coloring.

4 Experimental Results

In this section the conducted experiments are described and
results are presented. Obtained colorings are presented for
sets of random,k-cooked, uniquely colorablek-cooked, ge-
ometric [Kir98], real-life, and DIMACS benchmark graphs.

The independent set selection function was determined
and validated by performing a statistic evaluation of perfor-
mance measurements for a set of objective function candi-
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dates [Kir98]. FunctionObjF (see subsection 3.1) appeared
to have statistically the best performance from the set of
function candidates. Therefore, in the rest of the conducted
experiments objective-efficient independent sets were evalu-
ated using this function.

Table 1 shows the experimental results for coloring a set
of randomR(V; p); p 2 f0:5; 0:1; 0:9g graphs. First two
columns describe theG = GLOBAL andL = LOCAL

properties of the lmXRLF algorithm or signify that the lsII
algorithm was used. The size of the window used to store the
best independent sets wasF = 10 for lmXRLF. Next eight
columns present obtained average colorings and run-times
in seconds for a set of 10 graph instances for each vertex
count. The timings are shown with respect to theGLOBAL

andLOCAL parameters. The simulations of the instances
with vertex count equal to 125, 250, and 500 were executed
on a 40MHz Sparc4, while the 1000-node graphs were col-
ored on a 200MHz UltraII processor. Rows detoned with
�(G) specify probabilistically determined chromatic num-
ber of each graph.

Trials R(125; 0:5) R(250; 0:5) R(500; 0:5) R(1000; 0:5)

�(G) 16 27 46 80
G - L Cols Time Cols Time Cols Time Cols Time
1 - 1 21 0.08 35.6 0.33 61.8 2.16 113 3.28

10 - 10 18.9 0.80 31.1 3.27 53.9 18.3 - -
100 - 100 18.3 5.18 30.7 21.9 51.8 117 - -
10

3 - 100 18.3 6.41 30.3 25.3 51.1 133 90.6 150
104 - 100 18.2 9.67 30.2 35.3 50.9 174 - -
105 - 100 18.2 46.2 29.9 172 50 625 85.9 2850
106 - 100 - - 30 420 49.7 4612 85.1 18083

lsII 18 0.23 30 112 - - - -
17 117 29 - - - - -

Trials R(125; 0:1) R(250; 0:1) R(500; 0:1) R(1000; 0:1)

�(G) 5 7 11 19
1 - 1 7.7 0.01 11.5 0.03 18.2 0.16 29.3 0.25

10 - 10 6 0.17 9.1 0.79 14.9 5.53 - -
100 - 300 6.1 2.28 9.2 9.47 14.4 64.2 - -
103 - 300 6 2.54 9 10.1 14 65.8 23 30.4
104 - 300 6 3.31 9 12 14.1 72.3 - -
105 - 300 6 13.9 9 38.7 13.9 172 22 1319
106 - 300 - - 9 289 13.3 1045 21.8 9079

lsII 6 0.01 9 0.86 13 471 22 4516
5 3.23 8 14.6 12 - 21 -

Trials R(125; 0:9) R(250; 0:9) R(500; 0:9) R(1000; 0:9)

�(G) 40 70 122 217
1 - 1 48.1 0.14 86.4 0.7 154 6.7 279 14.4

10 - 10 46.2 0.9 78 3.7 137 32 - -
100 - 300 46 17 77 68 133 424 - -
103 - 300 45.8 19 77.5 77 133 511 234 904
10

4 - 300 46 24.4 77.7 97 133 791 - -
105 - 300 45.8 96.5 77.3 413 132 4481 231 10935

lsII 43 2.25 73 1117 - - - -
42 118 72 - - - - -

Table 1: Average randomp 2 f0:5; 0:9; 0:1g graph color-
ings using lmXRLF and lsII.

During the simulations, for the 125-node graphs, we suc-
ceeded to obtain 17-colorings on two graphs for two differ-
ent number of trials (105 and3 � 105). For the set of 250-
vertex graphs, we succeeded to obtain 29 coloring only for
one graph, while for all others, we obtained 30-colorings.
The 500-node graphs were all colored with 50 colors after
less than 10 minutes, while more extensive searching re-

sulted in three 49-colorings. We obtained 85-colorings af-
ter 30-minutes and reached 85.4 average after less than 1.9
hours on a sample of ten 1000-node graphs. We obtained
one 84-coloring in 1.9 hours and two in 5+ hours. The lsII
algorithm was applied only to the set of 125- and 250-vertex
graphs. Although significantly better results were obtained
on smaller graphs than with lmXRLF, competitive coloring
of 500-vertex and larger graphs took more than 5+ hours.
Moreover, finding 17-colorings on 125-graphs took from 5
to 300 seconds. In one out of twenty cases, the algorithm
could not find a 17-coloring in less than 1 hour.

Using the hybrid lmXRLF/lsII algorithm, we were al-
ways able to obtain 84-colorings of our set ofR(1000; 0:5)

graphs. The 84-colorings were obtained even for105 trials
of lmXRLF andCAR = 8000 for lsII. The obtaining of
84-colorings averaged 50-minutes.

We succeeded to obtain one 12- and two 21-colorings
for the R(500; 0:1) andR(1000; 0:1) graphs. Johnson et
al. reported for their XRLF implementation that it took 16.5
hours to get 13-coloring forR(500; 0:1) and 35 hours for a
22-coloring ofR(1000; 0:1). The lmXRLF did not perform
well for p = 0:9 type of graphs. lsII demonstrated more
powerfull search capabilities on such graph samples.

p G = 1000; G = 100000;

L = 100;F = 6 L = 100;F = 8

Single Single Single Single
k 32 64 64 96 32 64 64 96

0.1 32 64 - - 32 64 - -
0.2 32 64 - - 32 64 - -
0.3 33.7 64 71.2 - 32.5 64 71.5 -
0.4 38.2 65 74.7 102 32 64 73 102
0.5 32.2 65.7 77.7 105.7 33 65 75.5 105.5
0.6 32 66.2 77.5 109.7 33.5 64.5 71 109.5
0.7 32 66 64.5 113 32 66 64.5 111
0.8 32 64.5 64 102 32 64 64 103
0.9 32 64 64 96.5 32 64 64 96.5

Table 2: Averagek-cooked and uniquely colorablek-cooked
graph colorings using lmXRLF.

The algorithm performance for coloringk-cooked and
single solutionk-cooked 500-node graphs is presented in Ta-
ble 2. Table 2 presents obtained colorings for a set of 500-
node with fixedk and variablep. Single solution graphs are
created for two values ofk = 64; 96, while regular cooked
graphs are created fork = 32; 64. The table indicates the
correlation betweenk, p, and the coloring difficulty when
the solution is unique.

The lmXRLF algorithm was applied to the challenge graphs
at the DIMACS site. Tables 3 and 4 contain a report on
the obtained colorings using three different sets of search
parameters. In both tables, the first column represents the
file name. Next three columns represent graph’s vertex and
edge cardinalities, and the optimal coloring if known. Next
three columns represent three different search trials with dif-
ferent parameter sets. Note that none of the coloring runs
did not take more than 1.5 hours on a Sparc4. We report
84-coloring in 50 minutes of the DSJC1000.5 graph when
lmXRLF/lsII algorithm was applied. Similarly to Coudert’s
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experimental results [Cou97], we were able to solve ALL
real-life examples at the DIMACS site optimally in less than
a second (all parameters equal 1, except in few cases where
G = 100). However, difficult-to-color real-life optimization
problems exist, in particular, when the conceptual problem
modeling results in higher vertex degrees. We present few
examples extracted from the cache line coloring optimiza-
tion challenge [Kir98].

FILENAME V E k A B C

DSJC1000.1 1000 99258 ? 29 22 22
DSJC1000.5 1000 499652 ? 116 89 85
DSJC125.1 125 1472 ? 8 6 6
DSJC125.5 125 7782 ? 22 19 18
DSJC125.9 125 13922 ? 50 45 45
DSJC250.1 250 6436 ? 11 9 9
DSJC250.5 250 31336 ? 39 30 30
DSJC250.9 250 55794 ? 85 77 77
DSJC500.1 500 24916 ? 19 14 14
DSJC500.5 500 125248 ? 64 51 50
DSJC500.9 500 224874 ? 156 134 134
DSJR500.1 500 7110 ? 15 13 13
DSJR500.1c 500 242550 ? 97 96 96
DSJR500.5 500 117724 ? 144 128 128

anna 138 986 11 11 11 11
david 87 812 11 11 11 11

flat100050 0 1000 245000 50 112 87 50
flat100060 0 1000 245830 60 112 89 61
flat100076 0 1000 246708 76 112 89 85
flat300 20 0 300 21375 20 39 20 20
flat300 26 0 300 21633 26 41 31 28
flat300 28 0 300 21695 28 41 33 32

fpsol2.i.1 496 11654 65 65 65 65
fpsol2.i.2 451 8691 30 30 30 30
fpsol2.i.3 425 8688 30 30 30 30
games120 120 1276 9 9 9 9

homer 561 3258 13 14 13 13
huck 74 602 11 11 11 11

inithx.i.1 864 18707 54 54 54 54
inithx.i.2 645 13979 31 31 31 31
inithx.i.3 621 13969 31 31 31 31

cacheline.1 822 22117 ? 64 48 46
cacheline.3 585 9912 ? 37 34 31

A! GLOBAL = 1;LOCAL = 1;F = 1

B ! GLOBAL = 1000;LOCAL = 100;F = 6

C ! GLOBAL = 100000;LOCAL = 100;F = 8

Table 3: lmXRLF-Algorithm performance for the DIMACS
set of challenge graphs.

5 Conclusion

We have developed a novel algorithm design strategy which
focuses on building an effective software implementation
of a mix of various constraint quantification and problem
search strategies rather than using a single heuristic. We
demonstrated the efficacy of the strategy on the graph col-
oring problem. Extensive experimentations showed that the
algorithm outperforms all other implementations reported in
literature for order of magnitude in search run-time while
maintaining the solution quality.
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FILENAME V E k A B C

latin square10 900 307350 ? 129 109 100
le45015a 450 8168 15 21 17 17
le45015b 450 8169 15 21 17 17
le45015c 450 16680 15 29 22 21
le45015d 450 16750 15 29 22 21
le45025a 450 8260 25 26 25 25
le45025b 450 8263 25 27 25 25
le45025c 450 17343 25 33 28 28
le4505a 450 5714 5 12 7 5
le4505b 450 5734 5 13 7 5
le4505c 450 9803 5 16 5 5
le4505d 450 9757 5 16 5 5

miles1000 128 6432 42 45 43 42
miles1500 128 10396 73 75 73 73
miles250 128 774 8 9 8 8
miles500 128 2340 20 20 20 21
miles750 128 4226 31 33 32 32
mulsol.i.1 197 3925 49 49 49 49
mulsol.i.2 188 3885 31 31 31 31
mulsol.i.3 184 3916 31 31 31 31
mulsol.i.4 185 3946 31 31 31 31
mulsol.i.5 186 3973 31 31 31 31
myciel7 191 2360 8 8 8 8

queen1515 225 10360 ? 20 17 17
queen1616 256 12640 ? 23 18 18

school1 385 19095 14 39 16 14
school1nsh 352 14612 14 35 16 14
zeroin.i.1 211 4100 49 49 49 49
zeroin.i.2 211 3541 30 31 30 30
zeroin.i.3 206 3540 30 30 30 30

cacheline.2 1121 287220 ? 74 53 50
cacheline.4 742 15001 ? 44 37 35

A! GLOBAL = 1;LOCAL = 1;F = 1

B ! GLOBAL = 1000;LOCAL = 100;F = 6

C ! GLOBAL = 100000;LOCAL = 100;F = 8

Table 4: lmXRLF-Algorithm performance for the DIMACS
set of challenge graphs.
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